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Introduction
Most people know elements of  the American history of  mountain biking. 
Films like 'Klunkers' show how some bored hippies from Marin County 
started converting old bikes to make it  possible to ride them at speed 
downhill  on  rough  path  and tracks.  Sometimes  they  even managed  it  
without the bikes falling apart.

Most  of  the  bikes  converted  for  the  purpose  were  Shwinn  Bicycle 
Company models. At one time the dominant bike company in the US, in 
the late seventies it was in decline as buyers gravitated towards the new 
frame geometries of  the Europeans and Japanese (who mostly produced 
cheap copies of  the European designs). The new components and frames 
weighed less and performed better. 

However, the earlier dominance of  Schwinn meant that there were plenty 
of  cheap old frames and parts available and their big tyred cruiser bikes 
were ideal for building on. 

Derailleur gears were fitted, and the sport of  Mountain Biking in the US 
was created. 

The races were called "repack races" due to having to re-pack the rear hub 
brake with grease after each race, as the friction heat burnt it off.

Joe Breeze was the first to start building custom frames when the Schwinn 
frames  started  to  become  rare.  Gary  Fisher  also  commissioned  some 
custom bikes from frame builder Tom Ritchey, later setting up as the first  
proper mountain bike company called simply "Mountainbikes".

In the UK, a popular trend in the 1930's-40's was for riding your bike 
when you could and otherwise carrying it over the roughest high passes in 
the Lake District. It was known as 'pass storming'.

 

People have probably been trying to ride bikes off  road since they were 
invented. Notably a group called the "Rough Stuff  Fellowship" (RSF) was 
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founded in 1955 in the UK and claims to be the oldest off  road group in 
the world. 

Basically,  "Rough Stuff" was  (and is,  the  group is  still  going)  anything 
which wasn't tarmac. Some of  the most memorable routes tackled were 
published in cycling magazines at the time. Sometimes accompanied by 
letters  in  response  describing  the  cyclists  as  being  "mentally  ill"  and 
complaining that bikes weren't meant for this kind of  thing.

However, the RSF nowadays is distinct from mountain biking. They are 
strictly non-competitive. It's about enjoying the countryside, not battling 
against it. And you don't need an ATB to go off  road.

However,  the  RSF did reportedly  lead  onto  a  member  in  Oregon,  D. 
Gwynn, building a specific "Mountain Bicycle" in 1966. 

In the UK the first proper "mountain bike" is attributed to Geoff  Apps. 
A  motorbike  trials  rider,  he  started  experimenting  with  off  road  bike 
designs in 1968. By 1979 he had come up with a custom design which was 
sold under the Cleland Cycles brand until 1984 called the Range Rider. 
Built with no knowledge of  the US mountain bike scene these were of  a 
separate lineage.

American mountain bikes appeared in the UK in 1978 when journalist 
Richard  Grant  brought  over  a  Gary  Fisher  "Klunker".  This  bike  was 
exhibited at the 1978 Olympia cycle show.

By 1982, Ritcheys built in the US were appearing in the UK. These were 
the inspiration for London bike shop "Evans cycles", to design in 1984 it's 
own Evans ATB also know as the Saracen ATB. This marked the start of  
Mountain Biking as we know it today in the UK.
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1 - The Three Brethren

Background

This is a route for a long summers day. It's fairly hard going too, 
encompassing parts of  the Innerleithen Red route (tough enough on it's 
own) and extending along the Southern Upland way and down to the 
Yarrow valley before climbing all the way back up again. 

The route has a bit of  everything: drovers' roads, forest singletrack, 
tarmac, and also takes you along exposed hilltops with uninterrupted 
views.

Part of  the route follows the ancient Minch Moor road and passes the 
Cheese well, where throwing in some cheese would offer protection from 
the local Mafia of  Fairies.

You will pass the Three Brethren cairns which look like they could be 
some prehistoric relic, but in fact are simply land boundary markers, built 
in the 1500s by the lairds of  Yair, Selkirk and Philiphaugh.

Wildlife you may be lucky to see along this trail include roe deer, badgers 
and otters in the Yarrow water and adjacent streams. There are occasional 
black grouse at the deciduous forrest edges and you may come across an 
adder sunning itself  on the path.

The Minch Moor is, at the time of  writing, the subject of  a planning 
quarrel between the Vattenfall Wind farm development and the Scottish 
Government who have so far refused permission to build here.
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Route:
Length: 22.9 miles 36.8 km, Ascent: +1110m -1110m
Difficulty: Medium, 3-6 Hours

(1) Start at Traquair Village Hall. To get there from Innerleithen, take the 
B709, past the mountain bike centre. Shortly after, you will see a public 
road on the right signposted for 'Traquair House' with a war monument in 
the shape of  a cross in the middle of  the junction. Don't take this road! 
Instead take the small track on the opposite side (left)  which passes 
between some houses (There is a very small blue sign ' Southern Upland 
Way'). You will see the hall and it's car park on the left.

For the first section follow the track as it climbs from the car park and 
makes it's way up past a wooden bothy on the right (2).

Once you get to the more distinct forest track at the top (3), cross over 
and you will see a mountain bike red route which goes off  to the right. 
Keep to the red route as it zig-zags through the forest before the 
relentless climb up to Minch Moor. When you reach the top of  Minch 
Moor (4) you will see the cairn. Nearby is a dugout wind shelter which 
doesn't look like much but gives welcome relief  from the wind in bad 
weather. 

After the never ending climb, it's time for a bit of  fun. Descend, still 
following the red route, until you reach a forest track (5). Ignoring the red 
route which continues across the road, take a right along the road. This is 
the Southern Upland way again, which we follow for quite a while so 
watch out for walkers. 

Follow the track as it crosses a bigger, well used dirt road (6). Keep going 
until you emerge from the forest to a view of  the valley with the A708 
down to your right and you reach a junction on the path with a signpost 
(7). Ignore the tempting downhill to the right and go uphill to the left 
instead. Now for some nice traversing across the hill tops. Keep following 
the main southern upland way all the way to the 3 Brethren (8) following a 
short sharp climb. 

Take a right down the main path (don't cross through the fence) Watch 
out for walkers here. Once at the bottom of  the steep hill, Take a right 
(cross the fence now!) (9). Follow the track down the valley. This bit is 
good. Keep going all the way down Corbylinn Road until your reach the 
main tarmac road (10). You can make a quick jaunt to the left into Selkirk 
if  you like bannocks (a dry fruit cake) or betting shops. Otherwise, take a 
right. 
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The Water Wheel cafe (11) is a great place to stop (but take cash as they 
don't do cards!). 

Keep following the A708 until you get to a junction (12) where you 
should follow the signposts to Bowhill, First taking a left onto the B7039, 
then the first right. At the next junction go straight on. (There's an 
alternative route here if  you are feeling fit. Take a left into Bowhill 
(stopping at the Adventure Playground by the road for a quick go on the 
giant slide!) and keep following the road around to the right. The road 
becomes a track (Duchess's Drive) which goes up the side of  a hill to 
about 480m and then comes down the other side and eventually rejoins 
our route.) 

Follow the road as it passes a small castle (13) and then rejoins the A708 a 
few km on. Keep going to Yarrowford (14).

Take a right (walkers signpost 'Traquair/Innerleithen') onto the road 
which passes the bright red village hall (serves teas and soups sometimes). 
This is the never-ending big uphill section. Keep following the road until 
there is a turn onto a track road which swings sharply to the right up a 
hill. At the next corner go around the hairpin to the left (15) before 
following the path to the right, just before the private house, through the 
woods to rejoin the track road past the  house. There is a steep uphill 
along the edge of  the woods, which you will probably have to get off  and 
push a short distance up to the gate at the top (16). Past the gate the trail 
takes a left along the edge of  the field up to another gate. Keep following 
the grassy trail right around the edge. It will shortly become a narrow path 
which traverses the side of  the hill. Once at the top, you will rejoin the 
route we followed on the way out (7). Take a left at the junction. Retrace 
the route back to point where we left the Innerleithen red route (5).

Here you have some options. If  you aren't completely exhausted, then you 
can follow the red route all the way back down to the car park and then 
take the B709 back to the start. A fast and fun alternative is to keep on the 
track past the red route (17), and keep going straight on down the hill 
following the Southern Upland Way. Keep going until you rejoin the 
drovers road (3) back down to the Traquair car park. 
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Overview:

Detail:
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2 - Innerleithen – Kirnie Law

Background

This route is an alternative short cross country route to the excellent 
Seven Stanes route on the other side of  the valley.

It covers a figure of  eight route with a part of  the climb having to be 
repeated. Whilst mostly on forest track, a fair bit of  the route is single 
track with steep challenging downhills and possibly a couple of  short bits 
of  bike pushing.

Being mostly Foresty Commission forest, there isn't much going on apart 
from some great views along the route. At the saddle between Kirnie Law 
and Priesthope Hill you will pass a distinctive reservoir (OS Grid 
Coordinates: 334897, 638245). Instead of  using land to hem the water in 
like a lake, a large ferro-concrete square was built.

Constructed in 1919 by Henry Ballentyne and Sons (and operational in 
1922) the reservoir was built for the Ballentyne family to supply power to 
their 2 mills (Tweedvale Mill and Tweedholm, both in Walkerburn). The 
existing power taken from the River Tweed wasn't enough at 110 horse 
power for their expansion plans. So they asked Bovey and Co Ltd, an 
engineering company, to come up with a solution.

The tank was built to hold 3,500,000 gallons of  water, and took 132 hours 
to fill from empty. Water from the tank went down a pipe to feed a 
turbine when power was required. At night surplus power from the 
existing river tweed generators was used to pump water back up into the 
reservoir.

A funicular railway was built to move the materials required to build the 
tank up the hill. The total weight the railway pulled up is estimated to be 
3,650 tons.

This scheme was successfully use to power the mills for 25 years until the 
mills were connected to the national grid.

Once the tank was no longer required, a hole was blown into one side of  
it to prevent it filling with rainwater. They were worried that it may 
disintegrate over time and fail catastrophically, flooding the village below. 
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There is also a surge tower further down the hill towards Walkerburn. 
This was used to hold some extra water to account for surges as the flow 
changed in the pipes.

This was Scotland's first pumped storage hydroelectric scheme and as 
such is a listed site.

Route
Length: 9.50 miles 15.3 km, Ascent: +578m -587m
Difficulty: Medium, 1.5-3 Hours

Park in Innerleithen on Innerleithen road (B709) (there is a car park (1) 
here on the right hand side shortly after turning onto this road from the 
Innerleithen main street (A72)).

Cycle out, continuing on the same road. Once across the bridge the road 
passes through a golf  course (watch yer bonce for the flying balls that are 
part of  this crazy game). 

You'll come to the golf  club on the right hand side of  the road. Take the 
forest track immediately after (2). 

Once on the track, follow it as it swings around to the right. At the first 
junction, take the road going to the left up the hill (3). The track swings 
around to head North. Keep following this track as it winds it way 
through the forest. You will come to a hairpin bend and junction (4). Go 
around the tight bend and follow the road as it now heads roughly South. 
Keep going as you follow the side of  a hill where there are few trees.

When the forest starts again there will be another tight corner, go around 
it following the main track.

Now keep following the track until it emerges from the forest once more 
and there is a junction of  sorts where a path heads off  across the open 
hill and the main road bends around back into the forest. There is another 
overgrown track road heading off  on the left hand side of  the main track 
here which you need to take (5).

Go up the hill (some bike pushing may be required here if  it's muddy). 
Keep going and you will emerge onto the moor at the top of  Kirnie law. 
Keep on the same track until you reach the old reservoir (6). 
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Past the reservoir, keep on the main track as it heads up to Preisthope hill. 
Keep going until you come to the fence and follow it to the gate at the 
top where the fences meet (7).

Once over/through the gate you will see the main track continues to 
follow the fence but on the other side now. Instead take the path (8) 
heading down the hill going West towards the nearest bit of  forest. This is 
the first fun downhill bit.

Now almost any of  the routes heading down are apparently viable, but the 
one I've taken heads into the forest and essentially if  you keep straight on 
across the firebreaks and keep heading down following the path you'll be 
ok. Eventually, you will come out onto a well used forest track road (9).

Take a left (South) and follow the road until you come to a hairpin (the 
same one you passed earlier on the way up (4).

The best route involves following the same track up the hill again. Keep 
going until you reach the point where the road emerges from the forest 
on a corner and you previously took the path leading off  to the left of  the 
road and into the forest. This time, however, take a right, away from the 
forest (5).

This path takes you across the top of  the hill back towards Innerleithen 
below. Keep on this path all the way down (take care it can get very steep 
and slippy here!) but it's a great bit of  downhill. When you reach the path 
at the very bottom, cross over and climb (push/carry) up the very short 
but very steep path on the hill opposite (10). Once at the top keep going 
down the other side into Pirn wood. Once in the wood follow the path 
down to the old bridge which takes you onto Leithen Road and back to 
the start point.
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3 - Lammermuir

Background
The Lammermuir hills may not be especially high (Lammer Law being the 
highest point at 528m), but the desolate steep hills provide for a 
challenging outing. 

The lack of  surrounding hills also mean the views are good on a clear day.

Lammermuir means “Lambs moor”. 

This route is technically fairly easy. However, you will climb a challenging 
1000m before it's over. Most of  the route is on dirt track or single-track 
tarmac, so would be a good route for after a wet period as it should be 
well drained.

The route passes close by to some Iron age hillforts, called 'Green Castle' 
and 'Black Castle'.

Route
Length: 26.6 miles 42.8 km, Ascent: +1018m -1021m
Difficulty: Easy, 3-6 Hours

Start at the Carfreehill Lodge Hotel (TD2 6RA) on the A68 out of  
Edinburgh (1). Take the single track road which heads directly north from 
here, past the caravaning and camping club site. When it forks (2), take a 
right and follow the stream (Keplhope burn) until you reach Dodcleugh.

Shortly after take a right up a short, steep hill keeping to tarmac (almost a 
hairpin back) (3) (The third entrance on the right after the last fork, and 
just before a bridge on the main track which has a 'no mountain bikes' 
sign!). You will pass a standing stone at the top of  the hill on your left. 
The road then becomes a dirt track. Keep going through the valley 
between Hog Hill and Windy Law (4)  and keep going straight on until 
you start to climb Lammer Law. When the road splits before the summit, 
take a right (5) up the old less worn track (the road to the summit curves 
around to the left and it's worth taking a detour for the views from the 
top).

Now for some descending down the other side. Again keep going straight 
on until the track again becomes tarmac and you reach Longyester (6).

Take a right, past the farm, towards 'Newlands'. Go straight and then take 
a right when you have to give way at a Y-junction (7). The road will wind 
over a bridge.
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Not much further you will reach Newlands (big farm buildings on left side 
of  road). Take the track on the right (8) (the turn just after the track which 
leads to some houses), towards Green Castle and Black Castle fort 
remains. Keep following the track along the left side of  the stream and 
past the fishing ponds. Take a right when you meet the B6355 (9). Climb 
the steep winding hill until you get to a triangular road junction where the 
main road swings around to the left. Take the smaller road on the right 
which continues in the same direction. Keep going until it drops down to 
a bridge over the Faseney water (11).

Take the track on the right straight after the bridge and head towards 
Hare Cleugh and the pylons. Keep going past Little Law on your left and 
keep following the line of  the pylons. There is a junction of  sorts here. 
Go Straight on, again as long as you follow the pylons you will be good.

At the time of  writing a wind farm is being built right on the main track. 
A maze of  roads has been created here. Just keep following the pylons 
(most of  the roads seem to rejoin the main one at the other end of  the 
site). 

Once you reach the gate at the far end of  the windfarm, follow the boggy 
indistict path at right-angles down to the left (12) for about 200m where 
you will find a track road on the other side of  a fence (13). Follow the 
track all the way down to Whaplaw burn taking a right downhill at the 
junction (14).

Keep going down beside Whalplaw burn until the track becomes tarmac 
again and then joins the road (15) (take a right) back to the hotel. Time 
for beer!
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4 - Peebles – Gypsy Glen

Background
This Route starts near Traquair (meaning “hamlet on the Quair water”). 
The nearby Traquair house is supposedly the oldest continually inhabited 
house in Scotland (worth a visit, especially for the on-site micro brewery 
and the maze).  

The nearby village of  Innerleithen is a bit of  a mountain biking haven. 
Surrounded by countryside which lends itself  to the sport. There is a 
world class mountain biking downhill trail centre here (with an equally 
good cross country route which is more demanding than those at nearby 
Glentress). 

The Gypsy Glen has been used for hundreds of  years to move cattle and 
sheep between the North and the markets to the South. It was chosen as a 
short route with good grazing. They were less worried about the steepness 
of  the hills. It's thought that the Glen may have been used as a rest stop, 
the drovers sleeping with their livestock, surviving on oatmeal and onions.

The rest of  the route takes in some bits of  road and a selection of  good 
bits from the trails at the Glentress 7 Stanes centre.

Route
Length: 23.4 miles 37.7 km, Ascent: +1076m -1093m
Difficulty: Medium, 3-6 Hours

(1) Start at Traquair Village Hall. To get there from Innerleithen, take the 
B709, past the mountain bike centre. Shortly after, you will see a public 
road on the right signposted for 'Traquair House' with a war monument in 
the shape of  a cross in the middle of  the junction. Don't take this road! 
Instead take the small track on the opposite side (left) which passes 
between some houses (There is a very small blue sign ' Southern Upland 
Way'). You will see the hall and it's car park on the left.

Turn left on the main road. Shortly after take the road to the right 
(signposted “Glen Estate, Glen House”). Along this road follow all the 
signposts which say “GlenSheil Banks”.The road changes to a track road 
which passes right through some farm buildings. Keep on the track until 
you reach the hills at the end and the last house in the valley where the 
track becomes indistinct. Just past the house you will see a river crossing 
(2). 
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There is an indistinct track road about half  way up the hill to the right (3) 
which follows the contours around the hills. So as long as you go up you 
shouldn't miss it. You can either follow the feint path straight up to the 
right. Or follow the right most track you can see on the other side of  the 
stream. Either way you should get to the right track, and either way you'll 
need to push and carry your bike up.

Once on the road, take a right and follow the road up. You'll pass through 
an old stone wall and shortly afterwards you'll reach a fence and signpost 
(4). Cross the fence and take a right (signposted 'Gypsy Glen”) to the 
cairn at the top. There's an amazing view from up here.

Don't cross the fence. Instead follow it down to the left. Enjoy the long 
and fast descent as it follows the hill tops (except the last hill which it 
skirts around) all the way down and into Peebles. 

Once in Peebles go straight on until you reach a main road. Take a left 
and cross the bridge before taking a right along the main street. Go 
straight on at the round-about (signposted “Innerleithen”). Just before 
leaving Peebles, take the last road on the left. You will see a forest track 
heading up to the right called 'Janet's Brae' (5). Follow the track as it zig-
zags it's way up a long climb. Keep going straight on until you get the 
Glentress (Buzzard's nest) car park.

If  you are feeling fit then you can do some of  the trial biking sections or 
follow a route. 

The shorter route from here is to follow the Blue Route return signs 
(other end of  the car park on the right) (6) down to the main Glentress 
centre and down to the main road.

Take a left on the road and the take an almost immediate right down a 
track road. Follow the track down past some buildings on the left until 
you reach the path along the old trainline next to the river. Take a left to 
Cardrona. Once over the bridge, take a right at the tarmac  and then a left 
at the B7062 (8). Follow the quiet road back to Traquair and the car park a 
little past it.
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5 - Arrochar

Background
Arrochar, just off  the A83 Loch Lomond road and about 30 minutes 
drive from Glasgow is a small town at the edge of  Loch Long. It's 
surrounded by a group of  mountains called the Arrochar Alps. 

The town was a target for Viking raiders who sailed up the sea loch and 
then dragged their boats the couple of  miles overland to Tarbet (which is 
a Galic word for a place of  portage. Hence the multiple Tarbets in 
northern Scotland). 

Later in the 1800s it became a popular tourist destination as soon as 
steamers appeared, allowing well-to-do city dwellers to explore the 
countryside (roads were too poor at that time). 

The area surrounding Arrochar and Tarbet has become the scene of  
"squirrel wars". The red squirrel favours the types of  woodland found 
around here and so is managing to resist the dominance of  it grey 
relatives. 

There is also a former torpedo testing base nearby on the Loch. It closed 
in 1980 and is partly demolished. 

It used to fire torpedoes up loch long from tubes mounted at the front of  
the base. The torpedoes were then recovered for analysis. 

The lower reaches of  Loch Long and nearby Gare Loch remain home to a 
number of  heavily guarded naval bases. 

Loch Sloy Hydro Electric scheme was begun in 1945. First a temporary 
power station was built to provide power for the build of  the dam (and 
cables were run down to Arrochar to give them their first electric 
lighting). A small tunnel was built first to allow for access to where the 
top of  the dam would later be (you can go through this tunnel on the 
route). 

The water in the Dam is piped down through Ben Vorlich to Loch 
Lomond where the electricity generation is done.
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Route
Length: 15.2 miles 24.5 km, Ascent: +731m -731m
Difficulty: Easy, 2-3 Hours

Just after Arrochar (coming from Loch Lomond on the A83) there is a 
public car park on the left. Stop either here or there is another car park a 
few hundred m further on the left.

Opposite the second car park take the single track road marked Succoth 
(right hand side of  the main road as you leave Arrochar)(1). Follow the 
road through the houses and just after it swings around to the right take 
the first left (2). Keep going through some fields until the road swings 
back to the left and enters the forest. The road becomes forest track. 
Follow the Road to the left and up the hill (3).

After a km or so of  climb take a sharp hairpin right at the first junction 
you come to (4). Now follow this road for about 6km as it climbs around 
the edge of  A'Chrois.

(5) Eventually you will see a small Dam. Take a right, down and across the 
ford. Take a right at the junction on the other side. Keep following the 
road down the hill past the strange waterworks. A couple of  km further 
there is a small area on the right-hand side with some fun gravel cycle 
tracks which can provide some entertainment (6).

Keep going until you come to the tarmac Loch Sloy Dam access road. 

(7) As a diversion, you can take a left up the hill to take a look at the Dam 
which you can cycle right up to, and following the road up to the left of  
the Dam and through the tunnel (which of  course you shouldn't as it's 
"no unauthorised access!"). You also shouldn't cycle across the top of  the 
dam.

After this, return back down the hill to the junction and this time take the 
road on the right (or straight on if  coming from the dam).

After about 1/2km there is a road (8) on the right which heads towards 
Coiregrogain farm. A small way down the road, take the path on the left 
through the gate signposted as the Glen Loin trail.

Follow the loose surface of  the single-track and pylons as it repeatedly 
drops and climbs and twists down the valley. At the end of  the single-
track keep going until you come to a fork (9) where the right goes down 
and the left goes steeply up. Go down to the right until you reach a road 
where you turn left to rejoin the main road and the starting point.
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6 – Wanlockhead – hilltops route

Background

Wanlockhead is Scotland's highest village at 467m. It was established to 
serve the lead and gold mines found in the area. Some of  the world's 
purest gold was found here. 

The Romans first exploited the resources and later a group of  miners 
visited each summer to work. The first permanent settlement was in 1680. 

Disused mines can be found throughout the surrounding hills. 

Britain's highest adhesion railway runs on the original railway bed (the 
branch was closed in 1939) between Wanlockhead and Leadhills. 

This route is a bit different. Starting out with a 300m climb up a tarmac 
access road to a radar station. Views on a clear day are great as the road 
passed along the ridges between Lowther Hill and the highest point at 
Green Lowther. It also follows a lot of  shooting estate roads with great 
views. Not much in the way of  technical single-track on this route though. 
More of  an endurance route. 

Route
Length: 22.5 miles 36 km, Ascent: 1202m 
Difficulty: Medium, 4-7 Hours

(1) Starting off  at Wanlockhead, take the access road (2) (closed to 
vehicles) at the north-east end of  the village. Follow the road all the way 
as it twists up to the NATS radar station on Lowther hill (3). The road 
now continues NE for a fast ride across the hilltops until it reaches the 
masts at Green Lowther and the highest point of  this route. 

(4) At Green Lowther follow the very indistinct track road N-NW which 
leads from behind the building past the trig point, down straight towards 
the village of  Leadhills. It can be tricky to find. The track becomes more 
distinct a little way down the hill.   

Keep on the track all the way down the hill. At the end of  the track you'll 
come to a reservoir (5). Cross the dam and then take a right onto the track 
along the edge of  the smaller reservoir before following the stream. 

About 400m along the path you will see a track road to the left of  the 
path. Follow the track road around, taking a right (6) at the first junction 
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(you should pass the “Leadhills water filter”) and follow it as it 
deteriorates into an indistinct path down next to the stream again. Follow 
the left side of  the stream (there's not much in the way of  paths for a 
short distance), until you reach the ruined buildings of  Lowthers (7). You 
join onto a good track road here. Take the track until it meets the B7040. 

Cross the road and climb up the bank on the opposite side for 20 meters 
and you'll reach a track (8) running parallel with the road. Follow the track 
to the right. 

Pass the junction which has a road joining the main road on the right. 

Take the first track road (9) leading up the hill to the left (Marked 'Old 
Mine' on OS maps) and follow it. Up here the track roads are fairly new as 
they were created to provide access for shooting estate. At the junction on 
top of  the hill take a right (10). Then take the next left (11). At the next 
'Y' junction continue to the right, along the ridge of  the hills (12). 

The track drops sharply down from the top of  Ravengill Dod (538m). At 
the bottom, take a left and continue on the track until it joins the B797 at 
the caravan site (13). 

Follow the tarmac road to the left. Keep straight on past the junction. 
Shortly after, you'll see a gate (14) on the right hand side of  the road with 
a track leading steeply up to the forest on the hill above (Glendowran 
Hill). Take the path as it climbs up around to the edge of  the forest and 
keep following it until it becomes a track road and then tarmac at 
Glendouran (15). 

(16) At Holmhead, just after crossing the first bridge, take the hairpin 
road on the left and keep going following the main track along Snar water. 
Go between the buildings at Snar Farm (17) and across the ford where the 
track continues up the hillside.

At the first T-junction, take a right (18). Now continue following the main 
track road around to Snarhead (19) where you need to take a left at the Y-
junction. At the next junction, on top of  the hill, take a right (20). 

Once around the first 90 degree left hand bend, the road is relatively 
straight for a while. Keep going until you reach the next 90 degree bend 
(21) to the left. There are a few track roads which join the main track here. 
You want to follow the one which continues in the same direction as you 
were traveling (south). Keep following this track along the fence and over 
Wanlock Dod (22) and then sharply down the other side, back to 
Wanlockhead. 
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7 - Ben Chonzie

Background

This route is long, wild and remote and more than a bit crazy. Make sure 
you are especially well prepared for weather and navigation on this one. 
This isn't one for a day with dodgy weather. You will have to carry your 
bike over some sections. Including a short but very steep scramble. Don't 
attempt this without an OS map and knowing how to use it!

Ben Chonzie (meaning “mossy mountain”) is a Munro. This route goes 
over the top at 931m. It's track road most of  the way to the top though, 
but going down the other side is difficult. 

Mountain hares are easy to spot here. You may also spot buzzards and 
deer.

The route passes by the quiet Loch Turret. There's a good view to the 
south over towards the Ochil Hills. The dam at the far end of  the loch is 
part of  the Breadalbane Hydro Electric scheme. During times of  low 
water, the top of  an old Victorian shooting lodge can be seen complete 
with turrets.

Route
Length: 18.8 miles  30.3 km, Ascent: +967m  -958m
Difficulty: Very Hard, 4-7 Hours

(1) Start off  at the car park in Coishavachan which is on the small road 
heading North from Comrie on the A85.

Head up the track from the car park (signposted Ardtalnaig). It's uphill all 
the way right from the start. 

Keep on the main track ignoring the first left and passing the small dam 
(2) and heading uphill wherever there is a junction. You will have to get 
off  and push/carry on particularly rocky or steep sections.

Keep going until the track runs out on the plateau on the top (3) and 
turns into a path heading NE. Follow the path straight on until you see 
the line of  fence posts (4). When you reach them, take a left and follow 
the fence closely until it takes a right angled corner (5). Cycling along the 
plateau is fantastic on a good day! Now head straight up to the summit 
(6).
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You can head back down the same route if  the weather isn't great. Going 
back down is excellent and continuing this route can be tricky/dangerous 
in inclement weather. 

(7) Head straight on NE from the summit and follow the path next to the 
fenceposts down to the very bottom of  the saddle between Ben Chonzie 
and Auchnafree hill. There is a big drop to the right here!!!

Once at the bottom of  the saddle (8), take a right (SE) down towards 
Loch Turret. There is a steep (see photo after maps) scramble!! Head 
down towards the track road you can see below. Follow the track heading 
down the left hand side of  the loch (the north side). This takes you down 
to the car park at the Turret Dam. Cross the dam and head down the road 
on the West side of  the dam (9) as it skirts around the hill.

Keep following the track straight on and over a climb until you see an old 
house to the left (10). Take a left shortly after the house and follow the 
track between the 2 small lochs. 

Take a left at the junction (11) and follow the main track as it zig zags 
down the hill.

You will arrive at a T-junction (12) with a stream down in front and a 
building off  to the left. Take a right.

Follow the old road up until you have to cross a gate (13) and it becomes 
a grassy track as it emerges from the trees.

Keep following the main track until you come to a junction of  paths. Take 
the one that heads off  to the left (14) towards the next wood.

Cross through the wall (15) at the other end of  the wood and continue 
keeping to the same track until you reach the farm (16) and a road. Take a 
right along the road.

Keep to the track road until you see the river turn sharply away from the 
road. There is a path to the left (17) (with an arrow signpost). Follow the 
path until it crosses the river and then becomes a grassy track on the other 
side. Follow the track all the way back to the tarmac road. Take a right 
back to the car park (1).
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8 - Callander – Glen Finglas

Background

Glen Finglas is part of  the Trossachs National Park. It's mostly ancient 
woodland pasture with some fields at the lower end of  the valley. 

A dam was completed in 1965 to create a reservoir which provides water 
to Glasgow. 

There are some ancient remains dating back 2700 years. Mostly the 
charred remains of  fires, although there is a burial cairn in Glean Meann 
which is over 2000 years old. 

Much of  the woodland has in the past been cut by 'pollarding'. A method 
of  cutting where the tree is usually cut at chest height to allow new 
saplings to grow out of  the remaining stump, out of  the reach of  deer. 
Also cutting lower than this height was considered theft from the estate 
landlord. 

The woodland trust took over the estate in 1996, reduced sheep numbers 
and increased the amount of  cattle (mostly a hardy breed known as Luing 
cattle). Various tree and wildlife regeneration projects are being 
undertaken in the valleys. 

You can miss out the long ride in from Callander by parking at Brig 
O'Turk and just doing the track road loop. 

The first part of  the ride is flat and gentle, and not really mountain biking 
at all (I've been along here with friends on hybrid bikes as far as the pub at 
Brig O'Turk. 

But none the less, it's a nice ride, starting on quiet tarmac, later becoming 
an unsurfaced path twisting along the loch edge, before becoming forest 
track as you pass the end of  the loch. 
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Once in Glen Finglas the route follows a track road the whole way. What 
makes this route worthwhile are the views of  the valley and the sheer 
steepness of  the hills and height you reach which makes it a challenge. 

Look out for Otters along the edge the reservoir (dining on the stocked 
fish). You should be able to see or hear the odd dipper as you pass 
streams. Plenty of  deer are about as well as buzzards. 

There are also Merlins breeding in the area.

Route
Length: 30.4 miles 49.0 km, Ascent: +1050m -1051m
Difficulty: Easy, 4-7 Hours

(1) Starting off  from the riverside car park in Callander, Cross the bridge 
(A81)(Following cycle route 7) and take the first right down a quiet single-
track road (Invertrossachs Road). At the next junction (2) (where a 
humpback bridge crosses the river), carry straight on. 

At the end of  the road, take a right (3), down a path past a boathouse to 
the right. Keep following the main track alongside Loch Venachar until it 
joins a road. 

When Cycle route 7 switches back on itself  (4) after the end of  the Loch 
keep going straight on instead. 

On the track road, follow the main route around to the right until you 
reach a farm on your right (usually some highland cows hanging about at 
this point). (5) Go through the pedestrian gate which looks like it take you 
right into the farm, and follow the road down and over the river. You will 
see The Byre Inn (a great place for a pint and some decent food, also has 
a beer garden) on your left. 

Next you'll come to a main road (the A821) (6). Here there are 2 options 
(same distance): 

You can either take a right along the road, then first left at Brig O' Turk 
and follow the road up to Glen Finglas. 
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Or if  it's not too wet you can follow the footpath on the other side of  the 
main road to the left, and around the edge of  a field (where it can get 
boggy and slippy) where it joins back onto the Glen Finglas road (turn left 
up the hill). 

You will come to a small car park (7). Take a right up the steep 
switchbacks. From here it's hard to go wrong. The rest of  the route is a 
loop. Follow the road ignoring the first road to the right which takes you 
up some farm buildings. 

(8) A bit further along you will come to a junction which has a signpost. 
You can either go right up the valley which isn't so steep, but is long. Or 
you can go (my preferred direction) left continuing along Glen Finglas 
Reservoir, which has a very steep hill at the end (9) (unless you have 
superpowers you're going to have to get off  and push at least part of  the 
way). 

Either way, keep following the main track and it will take you around the 
hill of  Meall Cala in a loop climbing up the side of  Cnoc Odhar (680m, 
of  which you climb up to about 600m). 

(10) Soon after the highest point (on the clockwise route) there is path to 
Balquidder (The signpost has disappeared the last time I went around) off  
to the left of  the track. This is a possible alternative route back down 
towards the A84 and Callander. But only if  it's very dry. You can take the 
small road along the West side of  Loch Lubnaig back to Calendar 
avoiding the A84. 

Once around the loop, return to Callander by the same route you came 
(Don't worry it's a nice easy spin after struggling up those hills in Glen 
Finglas. And remember the pub at Brig O'Turk!).
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9 - Loch Avon

Background

This route can be done in one go on a long summers day, or there is a 
bothy about half  way around. Alternatively, take a tent and camp out by 
beautiful Loch Avon. 

Most of  this route is on dirt track, leading across the heather and through 
valleys. Some of  it is on single track, parts of  which are hard to follow or 
boggy during wet periods. Other parts are practically un-cyclable and will 
require some pushing and carrying, these can be frustrating but the route 
is worth the short term pain...honest.

It starts and ends in Braemar, a small touristy town.

You can see red squirrels, deer, and golden eagles. Capercaille can also be 
seen.

The first part of  the route takes you through the Invercauld estate. 
Straddling Aberdeenshire and Perthshire this estate is managed as a 
sporting estate. Mostly for shooting deer and grouse. 

Loch Avon (Loch A'an) lies in a deep cliff  ringed trench between Cairn 
Gorm and Ben Macdui. This is one of  the most inaccessible places in the 
Cairngorms.

The Loch has several sandy beaches and stretches for almost 2.5km There 
are some small waterfalls where streams drop off  of  the cliffs at the 
Western end of  the loch.

The Mar Lodge Estate has some of  the best arctic/alpine flora in Britain.

It contains examples of  remnants of  the ancient Caledonian pine forest, 
heather moorland, juniper scrub and a part of  the high Cairngorm 
plateau.
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Route
Length: 43.4 miles 69.8 km, Ascent: +1209m -1217mm
Difficulty: Medium, 6-11 Hours

(1) Park your car in Braemar. You can park in the center of  the village 
itself, or in the main car park at the left hand side of  the high street. 

Head out left along the busy main road (A93), past the castle. Go over the 
Bridge of  Dee (2) which over looks the older Invercauld bridge and take 
the second entrance on the left towards Invercauld House (3). Follow the 
tarmac single-track back in the direction of  Braemar until just before the 
House where you will see a signposted (Loch Bulig) track going up to the 
right(4). Keep following the track up past some nice views on the left 
hand side. Keep going straight on and through the big gate (5) (some 
delicious blaeberries around here in July/August) until you emerge from 
the forest (6). 

Follow the track road straight on ignoring the track to the right (7). At one 
point it climbs sharply up Culardoch (8) where you'll probably have to 
push for a bit. But on the other side there is a long descent down the main 
track which becomes grassy next to the river. You'll come to a bridge (9) 
which crosses the River Gairn. Go over the bridge and follow the track to 
the right. Take a left at the junction. Now follow the track around through 
some tiny lochs to the much bigger loch Builg (10). Ignore the lodge 
marked on the OS map as it's now a ruin. Just as you approach the loch 
you will see a path on the right which leads down the right side of  the 
loch. Follow it. This section of  single-track is great on a nice day.

A little way past the loch the track road will re-appear and take you down 
beside Bulig Burn until the turn off  for Glen Avon. Follow the road 
across the bridge (11). The road is good as it's regularly used by stalkers 
(probably both kinds, as Madonna, has/had her Scottish home just 
around the corner at Inchrory.) 

After 2km you cross another bridge (12) and then the road takes you up a 
steep windy section. Keep straight on along the valley side at the next 2 
junctions (13)(14).  Now keep on the track for a long way down the valley. 
You can stop overnight at Faindouran Lodge (a bothy) (15). 
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After the bothy, the path becomes indistinct, boggy and at times 
frustrating. Keep following the main river through the valley picking up 
the path when you can. If  you have camping gear there will likely be a fair 
bit of  pushing, pulling and swearing for the last section before the Fords 
of  Avon (16). 

Now is a good place to stop for the night if  camping. If  you are desperate 
there is a small overnight shelter here. But it's better to not camp at the 
Fords, instead head towards Loch Avon (17). Walk up the un-cyclable 
path (after hiding the bikes somewhere) to the Loch and the spectacular 
views of  the back of  Cairngorm and Ben Macdui. There's a nice area to 
camp at the East end of  the Loch.

After the Fords of  Avon, head south towards Glen Derry, past Dubh 
Lochan. The first couple of  km of  the path is here is nothing short of  
rubbish for Mountain biking. Covered in boulders and big rocks, it's 
difficult to ride this. You'll may need to push most of  the way to the top 
of  the pass (18). However, the other side of  the pass is a long downhill all 
the way to Derry Lodge. The path at the start has recently been rebuilt 
and the later sections have some excellent single-track. 

When you reach the path junction, cross the small footbridge to the right 
(19).

(20) At Derry lodge, take the main track road to the East along Glen Lui. 
A few km further on you will reach tarmac at Linn of  Dee (21). Take a 
right and follow the road back to Braemar. 
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10 - Durisdeer

Background

This route starts in the small village of  Durisdeer. The route follows the 
roman road which passes through the village. 

Part of  the thriller 'The Thirty Nine Steps' was filmed here in 1978.

Shortly after leaving the village there's a well preserved Roman fort to the 
left of  the road. 

The route passes by the man-made Daer Reservoir opened in 1956. 
Hidden below the water is Kirkhope Tower, identified as a bastle house, 
which is a type of  farmhouse which was secured against raids. Usually the 
only way in is by a ladder which is pulled in at night.

The reservoir also contains many prehistoric cairns and burnt mounds 
(some of  the charcoal has been carbon dated as 10,000 years old).

Route

Length: 17.9 miles  28.9 km, Ascent: +878m  -886m
Difficulty: Easy, 3-6 Hours

Start off  in Durisdeer (1), just off  of  the A702. Head North-East up the 
Roman road. Keep to the main track as it tracks up the right hand side of  
the valley. You will pass by the roman fort on the other side of  the river 
(2). The track will eventually bend sharply to the right. Shortly after, take a 
left at the junction (3) and then a right at the next junction. Take a right 
(4) along the A702  (or follow the very indistinct roman road which 
follows alongside the main road) for about 2km.

About 700m after the road passes between some farm buildings it crosses 
the bridge over Potrenick Burn. About 200m after this, there is a gate to 
the right (5) with an indistinct path which you need to take roughly 
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following the side of  the stream. This is part of  the Southern Upland 
Way. 

Follow the track until you reach a small bridge over the river (6). Continue 
following the path as it heads into the trees. You will cross a track road 
where you follow the SUW path between the hills of  Coom Rig and 
Meikle Shag. When the track joins a bigger, well used track road (7), take a 
right. The road soon comes to a big junction (8) with roads and tracks 
going off  in all directions. Take the one to the South over the gate (the 
track has a round sheep pen to the right of  it).

Keep following this track straight on. You will reach a forest. Ignore the 
hairpin turn to the right (9) and instead keep straight on along the edge of  
the forest. Take a right at the next T-Junction (10).

Follow the track around the edge of  Daer Reservoir and keep straight on 
past Daerhead. The track winds it's way along the side of  the valley. 
Shortly after the track swings around to the right (11) and climbs steeply 
up Shiel Dod (12) for some great views. Keep following the track straight 
on as it traverses between the hill tops to Wedder Law (13). The track 
then descends down to Glenleith Burn before climbing again between 
Scaw'd Law and Glenleith Fell (14). Now for the final long, steep descent 
down Blackgrain Shoulder (15). At the bottom, take a right back to 
Durisdeer.
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11 - Glen Almond

Background

Glen Almond is an impressive, remote, glaciated valley. 

At Clach Na Tiompan there is the remains of  a stone circle and 
chambered burial cairn. Most of  it was destroyed when the road was built. 
The cairn was excavated in 1954, when it was measured at an impressive 
57m in length.

Further along Glen Almond you'll see the remains of  “Stuc a' Chaibeil”, a 
medieval settlement. It was a small farming collective consisting of  9 
houses and a corn-drying kiln.

Once you reach Loch Tay, if  you take a short detour from the route,  you 
can visit a reconstructed crannog (an ancient dwelling built out in the 
water as a form of  defense some 5000 years ago). 18 remains of  crannogs 
have been found in Loch Tay.

Route

Length: 35.9 miles 57.7 km, Ascent: +979m -979m
Difficulty: Medium, 4-6 Hours

This is a fairly easy route mostly along track roads. There is not much 
technical mountain biking on this route. However, the views are great, and 
you pass through some fantastic landscapes.

(1) Start at the car park just next to the bridge at Newton (North of  
Crieff). Take the track road West past Newton, following the river 
Almond.

You'll pass some buildings at Conichan (2) and, shortly afterwards, an old 
cemetery. A little further on you'll come to the ruin of  an ancient long 
barrow (3). At the next V junction take the road on the left (4) which goes 
over a bridge. Ignore the next left down the steep hill and instead, shortly 
after, keep to the left through the houses at Auchnafree (5).  Then just 
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keep going up the valley always keeping the main river Almond on your 
left hand side.

Follow the indistinct track road (it becomes an indistinct path for a short 
while)(6) up to the old house (7).

Follow the track as it turns away from the river and goes down Gleann a' 
Chilleine. Stay on this road all the way down, through the farm, to Loch 
Tay and Ardtalnaig (8). 

There's nothing in Ardtalnaig but a fewhouses and a phone box. Head 
North with Loch Tay on your left.

As soon as you enter the small community of  Acharn (9), turn right up a 
track signposted for the Falls of  Acharn (there's a bakery/tea room up the 
track a little way!). This is a bit of  a climb here. You can get a view of  the 
falls on the left from through the Hermit's cave. 

Continue up the trail until you reach the top and come out of  the trees 
(10) at the gate.

Keep following the Rob Roy way (signposted: right, then right again) by 
joining the Queen's drive which goes parallel to the side of  the loch. You 
will have to pass though a few gates before the track joins the single track 
tarmac (11). Turn right and follow the road towards Amulree. There's a 
long climb to begin with before you cross some desolate moorland. But 
then there's an excellent descent at the other side.

Just before Loch Freuchie take a left up a track road (12). Follow the track 
down the other side of  the loch. Once at Amulree, take a right down the 
main road to return to the car park and the finish.
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12 - Pitlochry

Background

This route takes you out of  the center of  Pitlochry, up onto and over the 
barren hilltops up to a height of  over 600m. This route is made up of  
paths, trackroad, and a bit of  tarmac.  This is a great ride, with the wild 
hills providing the climbing challenge, as well as the pay off  on the other 
side with a seemingly never ending descent.

Pitlochry became a successful tourist resort after Queen Victoria visited in 
1842. The railway arrived shortly afterwards.

In 1947 construction began on the nearby Tummel dam. The process 
created Loch Faskally (submerging part of  the town in the process!)

After the ride it's worth visiting the Edradour Whisky distillery. It's the 
smallest distillery in Scotland, privately owned and produces just a dozen 
or so casks of  whisky a week.

The return section of  the circular route passes scenic Loch Tummel and 
the river Garry as it passes through the Lin of  Tummel, a beautiful 
woodland whose name means 'pool of  the tumbling stream' in Gaelic.

During the ride you may be lucky enough to spot pine martins and otters.
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Route
Length: 22.1 miles 35.5 km, Ascent: +1078m -1069m
Difficulty: Medium, 3-6 Hours

(1) Starting in the middle of  Pitlochry, make your way down to the river 
and either cross the dam or follow Ferry Road to the south of  the main 
road and then take Tummel Crescent down to the pedestrian suspension 
bridge. 

Take a left (East) along Port-Na-Craig road until it meets Foss Road. 
Cross over the road and take the path which is signposted “Footpath to 
Strathtay” until it reaches the busy A9. Cross over and then go up the 
track road on the opposite side (2). Go straight on through the farm 
(Milton of  Fonab).

(3) Keep following the road straight through the farm and then follow the 
zig-zags up the hill. Keep to the main track until it joins another track. 
You can keep to the track road (4), or follow the “Clunie Path” straight up 
the hill where it rejoins the track. When the path leaves the track again, 
follow it(5). 

At the end of  the path take the track over the T-junction which continues 
in the same direction. You will pass a small stone circle on the right. Soon 
you reach a sharp bend in the road to the left at the edge of  the forest (6). 
If  you go straight on here (Signposted “Strathtay 1.5m”) you'll see a path 
across the open ground. Follow it down through the gap in the trees at 
the other end of  the clearing.

Cross the wall/fence at the bottom (7) and follow the path down to the 
left past the mast until it reaches the road.

Take a right along the road until you get to Edradynate which is just after 
a tight couple of  corners in the road (8). You will see the river and a 
picnic table behind a hedge and gate to the left, and a house (Easter 
Clunie) next to the Y-junction to the right. Take the Y-junction road to the 
right. 
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Follow the road, keeping straight on, ignoring the right-angled road 
junctions, until you reach the junction just before Blackhill (signposted 
“To Farragon”) (9). You will see a farm to your left as well as a wood. 
Take a left alongside the trees and past the farm, then take a right on the 
other side again following the edge of  the trees (10). Take the first right 
(11).

Keep following the main track. It follows the edge of  the forest closely.

Take a left at the next Y-junction (12) as you leave the trees and keep 
following the edge of  the forest.

Just approaching Loch Dercullich, there's a Y junction where you will 
need to take a right (13). Shortly after take a left (14).

From here just keep following the main track. There is a big and steep 
climb here with amazing views back over the loch.

Now for the long descent. Keep to the main track down through the trees 
and down to the main road at Netherton on Loch Tummel. (15) Take a 
right down the road keeping an eye out for the pedestrian bridge on the 
left a couple on km further on (16).

Cross the bridge and then take a right and follow the paths downstream 
alongside the river Tummel. The path will turn and start following the 
River Gary upstream. Keep on the path as it goes underneath the main 
road. Shortly after, cross the river at the pedestrian bridge (17) and then 
take a right on the other side. Now follow the riverside paths all the way 
back into Pitlochry.
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13 - Plockton

Background
This relatively easy route takes you on a tour of  the varied countryside 
around Plockton. With views from the coastline of  the Applecross 
peninsula and across to the Cullins in Skye its a route best done on a clear 
day. The route also climbs up to the tv tower above Plockton with 
spectacular views in all directions before a speedy descent back down to 
the village.

Plockton comes from the Gaelic word ploc which means lumpy penisula. 
The village was designed as a fishing centre with the aim of  attracting 
people who may otherwise have emigrated. It was planned and built from 
1801 – 1820 by the land owner, Sir Hugh Innes. 

In 1841 it was described as 'a thriving fishing centre with two schools'.

The main fishing was for herring, which was traded in Greenock and 
Glasgow to the south, allowing the villagers to also trade for other varied 
goods not usually available to those in remote areas.

Duirinish is a beautiful crofting village which has a river running between 
the 2 rows of  houses. The remoteness and nearby railway meant that 
during the second world war the village was used as an ammunition dump 
with trains arriving and departing daily loaded up with mines. 

Only about 21 inhabitants remain in the village, from a maximum of  110 
in 1891. 

Route
Length: 12.5 miles 20.1 km, Ascent: +496m -495m
Difficulty: Easy, 2-4 Hours

(1) Starting from the stunning seafront at Plockton, head out the main 
road (towards Kyle) and Duirinish. After about 2km you will reach the 
village of  Duirinish (2) with it's houses built either side of  the small river. 
Head down the first road to the right (following the right hand side of  the 
river). At the bottom of  the village cross the small footbridge and follow 
the path/road around to the right. It will join a smaller tarmac single-track 
road (signposted for the Station). Follow the road up to the station, past 
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the signs warning about a non-existent Bull (at least the couple of  times 
I've been up here). 

Keep following the road around to the right hand side of  the station, 
where you will see a gate allowing you to cross the tracks. Signposted for 
'Barley Port (Port an Eorna)'. Follow the road down and past the small 
boat port. Continue along the road to Port-an-Eorna, a small hamlet. Pass 
the modern house and take the first left after the bridge (3) (signposted: 
'Coast Walk to Drumbuie' and follow the path around the coast until you 
come to a field. Cross the field diagonally and then cross the foot bridge 
into the crofting village of  Drumbuie (it won an award!). 

Take the road through the village and then take a left (4) back to 
Duirinish. Just after the bridge and up the short hill there is a turn to the 
left signposted 'Achnandarach ¾' (5). 

Take it. After you cross the cattle grid, you will see Duirinish holiday 
cottages on the left. Follow the path into the forest just after the entrance 
to the holiday cottages (6). Follow the single-track over a small log bridge 
and then up alongside the river (There's a waterfall about half  way up 
which can be worth a look when there's been recent rain) . Keep going 
until you reach a forest track at the top. 

Go left up the main forest track and you will meet a tarmac road. (head 
left a few hundred meters to get a nice view). Turn right (7) and keep 
following the road around the side of  a loch. The road will end with a 
forestry gate (and a track up to a farm going off  to the right). Go 
through/over/around the gate (8) and then follow the road straight on 
across the next crossroads. Keep going up the hill. Take the first road to 
the right after the crest of  the hill (9). Now follow the track right up the 
increasingly steep hill up to the TV mast for an amazing view of  Plockton 
below, Loch Carron and the mountains of  Skye in the background. 

Now for the good stuff. Turn around and go right back down the road 
again. Take a right when you get back to the turn off  this time and then 
keep going straight on until you reach the tarmac road again. Go left (10) 
and down the hill ignoring the signposted road to Plockton on the left. 
About 200m further down there is a path to the left (11). Go down the 
path and around the bay back to Plockton.....and watch out for trains 
scaring the crap out of  you as they can pass close to your head on the way 
down. 
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14 - Ben Nevis

Background
Ben Nevis is the highest mountain in Britain at 4409 feet or 1344 meters 
high. Around 350 million years ago the Ben was a volcano. It grew so 
large that it collapsed in on itself  creating an explosion thought to be 
equivalent to Kraktoa.

This is a long, arduous route! It can be done in a day if  you are fit, 
otherwise, split it into a 2 days. There's a choice to 2 bothies, each a good 
distance into the route.

We start in Fort William. Originally a small settlement built near to a Fort, 
the latter built as an attempt to control the population following Oliver 
Cromwell's invasion.

The route passes near to Kinlochleven, the amalgamation of  2 small 
villages when an aluminium smelter was built. A hydro scheme built in 
1907 powered the smelter. Spare capacity meant that all the houses could 
be connected. Apparently, the first place in the world where everyone had 
access to electricity.

The main part of  the route passes many munros through a vast, almost 
treeless wilderness.

Route
Length: 43.5 miles, 70 km, Ascent: 1083m
Difficulty: Hard, 6-10 Hours

Avoid this route when it's very wet. As well as being long and extra 
arduous in the wet, there is a river crossing half  way which is 
difficult/impossible when the river is in spate.

(1) Start off  by parking in Glen Nevis at one of  the public car parks (the 
first one on the right “Braveheart car park” is the best and free). From 
here start off  on the road up the Glen and shortly follow the West 
Highland Way (signposted) as it takes a right, into a forest.

Keep to the West Highland Way as it switches from a track road to a path 
for 5-6km across the open hillside before entering forest again. Shortly 
after it joins another track road (the 'old military road'). (2) Continue 
straight on across the track junction when you reach the big information 
signboard. Now continue along the very bumpy track, along the long 
valley, nearly all the way to Kinlochleven. 
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(3) Just before Kinlochleven, the West Highland Way splits off  from the 
track road and heads off  on a path down towards the village. Don't take 
the path, but instead continue on towards the TV tower and pass the 
Mamore Lodge Hotel. Keep to the same track as it climbs the hillside 
around to Loch Eilde Mor. 

The road continues along the loch side and then passes Loch Eilde Beag. 
Keep going until you reach Luibeilt and the now ruined house.

 On the opposite side, set back from the river (normally knee deep if  you 
cross a bit further downsteam, but uncrossable after heavy rain/snow 
melt!) is a bothy (4) (Meannanach Bothy, an option for breaking up the 
ride into 2 days. Owned by the Mountain bothy association (check with 
them beforehand that it's accessible), it has two rooms, both with 
fireplaces and a sleeping loft overhead). You've now down just over 30km.

The next section is a single track climb (5) which will require a bit of  
carrying/pushing over short sections. Starting on same side of  the river as 
the bothy, take the path which follows the main river upstream. You will 
come to a tributary. Follow the path which goes up the right-hand side of  
the tributary as it starts to climb. Keep to this path as it passes past the 
summit of  Meall Mor (6) on the right and then heads down some tricky 
single-track towards the Allt na Lairige river at Lairig Leacach. 

There is another bothy here (7) which is another overnight option.(It 
smaller than most, but has a decent fire and a couple of  raised sleeping 
platforms, which look like they could take 6-ish people at a push. Again, 
check beforehand that it's accessible as the useable state of  a bothy can 
change).

There is a track road here which leads roughly north (8). Follow this long, 
fast, downhill track until you reach the forest. Once through the forest 
you'll reach a gate (9). Once through the gate, ignore the first rough track 
to the left (an old dismantled tramway track which heads down the 
firebreak in the forest) but take a left at the next proper track junction (10) 
(signposted “Spean Bridge via woodland”) (Go straight on here instead if  
you need an escape route, you'll soon reach the river Spean. Turn left for a 
short distance to Spean bridge.) 

This track re-enters the forest at a gate. Take a right at the first junction, 
then go straight on, ignoring the next right. At the next junction (11) take 
a hairpin-right (signposted “Spean Bridge”). Soon afterwards take a left 
across the road/footbridge(12). Take the path along the river immediately 
right after the bridge. then after another 1/2k you will come to another 
footbridge(13) where you continue straight and the path becomes a track. 
Take a left at the crossroads(14). Straight on at the next crossroads(15). 
Then right(16) and over a concrete bridge. You will reach a crossroads(17) 
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with the road straight on closed due to quarrying. Take a left, following 
the “10 under the Ben” red route. Keep following the red route straight 
on at the next junction(18). Finally take a left at the V-junction where you 
will emerge at the Nevis ski centre(19).

Take the main track (20) along the top of  the car park, passing the start of  
the Witches trail. Keep straight on along the same track. It crosses 
another river (21) which then flows along the right side of  the track. Soon 
you will see a turn to the right over the river which you should ignore. 
Next the track takes a 90degree bend to the right (22). To the left of  the 
bend you will see a small path (signposted “Ben Nevis access”) which 
climbs steeply for 100m, which you should take. 

Take a right at the next signpost. You get a great view across the valley 
from here. Now just go straight on, ignoring the signposted track to the 
distillery, and go through the industrial site where you reach the A82 (23). 
From here follow the road to the left for a short distance to Nevis Bridge 
and then take a left up Glen Nevis (24) and back to your car.
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15 - Glen Feshie – Carn Dearg Mor

Background
This route takes you into a wild bit of  country. It's within the boundaries 
of  the Cairngorm national park even though most of  it is privately 
owned.

During bad weather the glen can seem particularly bleak and oppressive, 
but hey what are you reading this for if  you don't want adventure?

There is a lot of  forest regeneration going on with loads of  young trees 
throughout the glen.

The route involves a climb up part of  Carn Dearg Mor, a Corbett. You 
climb up to 857m with an immense view from the top of  the climb.

Route
Length: 26.7 miles 43 km, Ascent: 612m
Difficulty: Medium, 4-6 Hours

(1) Start from the car park (GR843009)on the left as you go up the 
Glenfeshie road from Insh House (next to Loch Insh) towards Glenfeshie 
lodge. 

Continue south on the road through Tolvah (2), where you take a left at 
the V-junction and continue to follow the river along the valley bottom. 
You'll pass some houses at Carnachuin, with a spectacular view beyond. 
Keep going towards Glenfeshie lodge (3) where the tarmac runs out.

Keep on the same track as it continues south before you reach a junction 
(4) next to a ruin and a couple of  trees. Take a right. Soon after, you start 
to climb up between the steep slopes of  the hills.  The track flattens our 
next to Lochan an t-Sluic (5) before another steep climb. When it flattens 
out again, the road forks (6). Take a right for another steep climb up 
around the side of  a small forest towards Carn Dearg. (At the top of  the 
climb you'll see a track on the right which you can push up to get to very 
top of  the hill if  you wish. Return the same track for a fast and fun 
descent.)

Now for some downhill. You'll see another bit of  forest ahead. Follow the 
track down and along the edge of  the trees. As soon as the trees end (7) 
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you need to leave the track and take a left down the western edge of  the 
trees following an indistinct path.  

At the bottom of  the hill you'll come to a junction in the path. Take the 
hairpin path (8) back north-west towards Glen Tromie. Follow the river 
downstream on the small and indistinct, but mostly rideable, path about 
100m away from it.

Once in Glen Tromie, the path turns back to a track road (9) next to the 
dam in the river. Take the track downstream, continuing straight on when 
you meet the tarmac road (10), without turning off, all the way to 
Drumguish. 

Just before Tromie Bridge at Drumguish, take a right (11) (signposted 
“Dalraddy, the Badenoch way”), and then the first right again (12) at the 
red post box in the hamlet. Now follow this track (ignoring all turnoffs, 
and keeping straight on at crossroads) back to the Glen Feshie road (2), 
where you take a left back to the car park.
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16 – Pentlands, Edinburgh – Theives Road

Background

The Pentlands Hill Regional park is located on the outskirts of  
Edinburgh. It was set up 1984 and covers a region of  about 100 square 
km.  The area is made up of  pasture and moorland, with occasional 
forestry plantations.

There are 12 prehistoric settlements noted in the area. The most 
impressive being the hillfort at Castlelaw.  The first signs of  development 
at this site are thought to have been around 500BC. Firstly a groups of  
farmers lived here, then it was turned into a fort with an earth rampart 
being built. An AD80, just before the Romans turned up, further 
modifications were made to strengthen the fort (another rampart and 
some ditches). It's thought to later on have mainly have been used to store 
produce which was traded with the Romans.

This route follows the Thieves Road, a cattle drove route to the markets 
in the south. Robbers used to hide along this part of  the route to relieve 
possessions and cattle from passers by.

It's also said that the Covenanters (a group sworn to maintain religion in 
the form that it existed in 1580, and to reject all innovations introduced 
since that time, while also professing loyalty to the King) held secret 
meetings here after they were banned from their form of  worship. 

In spring/summer you might spot lapwing, skylark or stoats.
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Route
Length: 21.9 miles  35.3 km, Ascent: +737m  -737m
Difficulty: Medium, 3-6 Hours

This route starts at the Pentlands car park near Balerno (1).

Once on your bike, head out of  the car park and take a left on the tarmac 
road. You'll find yourself  climbing a short but fairly steep hill with a row 
of  trees either side. At the top of  the hill take a right (2) and then shortly 
afterwards a left, over a gate, onto a track.

Continue on this rough track as it climbs over Hare Hill and then drops 
down again before changing direction and climbing towards West Kip hill.

When the track splits (3) just before the track starts heading downhill 
(ignore the steep path climbing up West Kip to the left), take a right over 
the fence and head up the path/indistinct track passing to the right of  the 
wood.

You will cross over another indistinct path, but keep going in the same 
direction (4) and you will soon see the ridge of  the hill in front of  you. 

Keep to the grassy path 'the monk's road' which follows the hill top past 
the 'font stone' (5)(apparently it was the base of  a wooden cross, and 
some copper coins were found underneath it by shepherds in 1833)

Next is a fun descent. Cross the 2 fences at the bottom (6) before 
following the path down the side of  the second fence until it turns and 
shortly afterwards you come to a style on the left (7). Cross over and again 
follow the fence down until you reach Nine Mile Burn (8).

Take a right along the road for a couple of  km. When it turns 90 degrees 
to the left (9) you'll see a track road (with a B&B sign) on the right. Take 
this track until the hairpin. Follow the path which leads from the elbow of  
the hairpin (10) down to Carlops.

Cycle though the village on the road and take the first right once past all 
the houses and out the other side (11) (Signposted: “Public Footpath to 
West Linton”).

Keep straight on uphill (ignoring the off-putting warning sign at the 
entrance) and through the farm gates a little further on. You'll pass the 
Horse yard on the right. 

You will pass a turn on your left before coming to a Y junction at 
Stonypath (12) (Signposted: “Little Vantage & Cauldstane Slap”). Take a 
right and pass down the right hand side of  the farm and onto the lovely 
track road beyond.
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At the end of  the track (13) cross the gate and take a right passing the 
front of  a wooden house and leading up into the trees (ignore the road to 
the left leading through the walled entrance). The track curves up around 
behind the house where you take the first left.  You will emerge from the 
trees (14) at a gate and a walkers gate just beyond to the left. Go through 
the walkers gate and down the very steep little hill towards the dam and 
cross to the other end.

Take a right for a gentle climb. Past the trees, take a right at the first Y-
junction and then a left at the next one.

The track eventually runs out (15) and turns into a rough but rideable 
path which heads up to the saddle called Cauldstane Slap between West 
Cairn Hill and East Cairn Hill.

Ride down the steep descent on the other side where you'll likely have to 
dismount multiple times to cross streams. Keep on the path as it then 
crosses the boggy land at the bottom via lots of  little wooden bridges.

Once you reach the farm at Harperrig (16), take a left over the gate and 
join the road through the farm. You could continue on the path, but 
unless it's really dry the next bit is pretty much unrideable.

Take a right along the A70 for 3-4km. It's generally a fairly quiet road.

Just after you pass a grass airfield on your left, take a right (17). Now 
follow the road back to the start. Take the first left (18), then a right (19) 
before climbing a hill. Take a right (20) to return to the car park.
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17 – Glen Kendrum – Lochearnhead

Background

This is a good winter/wet route as it's nearly all on well drained tracks. 
There isn't much single-track here but the views are amazing.

The route starts near Balquhidder. It follows the dismantled railway for a 
short distance northwards before turning off  up the desolate Glen 
Kendrum. You climb on a rough track over the hills before descending 
into Glen Dochart. 

It's here, the story goes, that the Celtic giant and warrior, Fingal, came to 
confront his love rival Taileachd. Between them they came to the obvious 
conclusion that the best way to sort out who should take the hand of  the 
woman in question, was to have a backwards jumping competition. 
However, when on one attempt Fingal fell over, Taileachd neatly chopped 
his head off. The headless body floated down to Killin where you can still 
see a stone marking where it was buried.

Passing through Killin on this route, it's worth stopping off  to view the 
scenic Falls of  Dochart and the arched bridge (first constructed in 1760) 
crossing over them. Also there's a decent pub here (The Falls of  Dochart 
Inn) if  you fancy a break.

The route then climbs up and along the side of  Beinn Leabhainn to the 
top of  Glen Ogle (which means 'valley of  dread' in Galic) before an easy 
but scenic descent back down the old railway line. This valley was once 
described as 'a close, gloomy defile' by the OS. You'll pass over an old 
railway viaduct on the way, before getting a spectacular view down Loch 
Earn.

Buzzards are often seen in this valley, nesting on the aptly named 'Buzzard 
wall'.
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Route: 
Length: 25.1 miles 40.41 km, Ascent: +858m  -862m
Difficulty: Medium, 4-7 Hours

Start near the Kingshouse Hotel just North of  Strathyre on the A84. You 
can park just down the road signposted “Balquhidder”. Follow the road 
under the A84 and there is a small layby on the left (1).

From here, you'll see on the North side of  the road next to the A84 
bridge a cycle path (signposted “Killin”). Follow the path (and cycleway 
marker posts) as it joins and then leaves on old bit of  tarmac road (2). 
Soon after you'll see a large wire mesh gate on the left (3). Follow the 
grassy old railway line beyond the gate. 

You'll cross a river, then pass under a victorian iron pedestrian bridge. 
Take the next left (4), immediately before the big stone bridge, and keep 
following the track around to the left.

Keep to this track as it takes you the 8-9 km right up Glen Kendrum and 
back down Gleann Dubh on the other side.

When the track joins the old railway line at the bottom (5), go over the 
bridge to the right. About 800m further on take a left (6) when the old 
railway splits and continue on until you reach the main road.

Cross the road (7) and take the path you'll see slightly to the right on the 
other side. 

Pass through the gate and take the track straight on at the next junction 
(8).

The track ends near Killin. Take a left (9) and then a right on the main 
road. (The Falls of  Dochart are worth a quick look here. There's also a 
pub.) Take the next right (10) up the tarmac road (before the bridge). 

Keep on this road until you cross a bridge. (There's also a single-track 
path which follows the left side of  the road and can be accessed through a 
break in the wall). Take a right (11) just after the bridge (Signposted “Rob 
Roy way”) and follow the road as it climbs steeply up to the mast. 

Take the hairpin right (12) and pass the base of  the mast. Take the right at 
the first junction (13) and go down the steep hill then take the second left 
(14) (keep following the marked Rob Roy way).

Keep straight on all the way to the car park (15) at the top of  Glen Ogle.
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Take a left along cycle path (marked 'route 7') at the car park entrance and 
follow it all the way back to the start.  If  it's particularly dry you can take 
the more fun footpath (16) instead, and rejoin the cycle route at 
Lochearnhead.
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